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Ring-A-Rat
Affords Aid

smaiij
?ricai|
arnesfl
VIobiitl
By PAT DONOHUE
to J
Now psychology students
'is fe|
new
id liia cani keep up with
in
their
1 tw developments
department at the turn of a dial.
By simply dialing 956-2133,
'ga«
students can receive information
igthe
on present classes, winter and
lobilt
spring classes, new programs
illinj
and jobs.
fumt
The service was initiated
'eg©
because many psychology
6,0!
students are involved in offatics
campus programs, such as those
working at the State Hospital.
"Ring-a-Rat" is a means of
keeping in touch with them. It is
also difficult for the professors to
see all the students which drop by
their offices.
"Ring-a-Rat"
allows
the
psychology
department to be open 24 hours a
day, in the least expensive way.
Doug Matheson, initiator of
the service, hopes to eventually
have short reviews of lectures
recorded on the tape, for those
students who may have missed
class.
|
Student response so far has
been favorable, but limited due
to lack of publicity. The
psychology students interested
should call 956-2133 after 5pm.

Live & Work
On theBeach
Pacific Marine Station
Cpens Up to Undergrads
The Biology Dept. has
Panded their courses for
undergraduates to the Pacific
larine Station at Dillon Beach.
,l ow undergrads can live in
an/eS°rt vi'laSe of Dillon Beach
and work on a project.
st ktUdents with advanced
re .'"Si" biology will take two
lred C0lIrses and spend the
othe
r
two
Dar( courses
in
station?"0"
°"e °f the
fleets
°""g01ng
^search
Taper
They are: Shark
of j^nginTomales Bay; Survey
Natural u°Cal Fishes: Early
Sportr u Hlst°ry of the Local
es 01 Genus Sebastes:
Svsto tic
s
oi
L cai

Cs .

Functi
ptiisinlr°nal
F^und ^ °'

°

Faund,
and
Anatomy
of
Focal Invertebrate

w°r"y. .^'ke Kaill, on leave to
tation this year, and
Tim t
que*,- ncas are available for
c°UrSesnS 0n
housing and
c°ntact'" 'Urther
information
hep^ Hunter in the Biology
he Marine Station.

ft Stomp
Commemorates
Profession

Did you miss class this week? Plug into Ring-a-Rat and get it straight from the super ego

Album Release & Auditorium Capacity
Incurred Loss for Loggins & Messina

The ASUOP sponsored
Loggins and Messina concert
yeilded a loss of approximately
$2,000. The reason, obviously, is
that there just were not enough
people.
In an interview, Paul
Loumena, Chairman of the
ASUOP Social Committee, and
John Alhers, a member of that
committee, explained why a loss
was incurred.
Last June, when the Social
Committee signed Loggins and
Messina for the October 19
uun,ei the
U1C committee
uumuuilcc was told
concert,
by the group's personal manager
that the second Loggins and
Messina album would be
released in August or September,
or at least three to four weeks
before the concert.
Loumena explained that the
committee, to some degree, has
to project how big of a name a
group will have at the date of a
proposed concert. Since the
group's second album was
actually not released until four
days after the concert, the name
of Loggins and Messina was
unknown to many who might
have otherwise attended.
The
Stockton
Civic
Auditorium itself is an inhibiting
factor to profit. The capacity of
the auditorium is such that if a
very big name group is signed,
tickets would have to be sold at
exhorbitant prices in order to
clear overhead expenses.
As it was, Loumena and
Alhers managed to reduce the
Civic's maximum demand of
$1,000 to $500. Loggins and
Messina were also bargained
down by the Social Committee,
this resulting in a $1000
reduction.
The overhead costs ol the

By DAREN McGAVREN
concert included payments for
Manna, the first act, security,
spotlights, stage hands, the PA
system, the auditorium, Loggins
and Messina, advertising, and
$12 worth of beer for the
performers.
A
contract
stipulating the provision of beer,
incidently, is not uncommon I
am told. Some performer require
a certain amount of fresh flowers
in their dressing room.
The total overhead cost was
approximately $7,000 - $3,500 for
Loggins and Messina, $500 for
Manna, and another $3,000 in
general expenses.
In regard to advertising,
Loumena felt "the posters on and
off campus were just terrible."
The
ASUOP
Office
of
Information posted adver
tisements for the concert at
Sacramento State, Modesto JC,
and all of the high schools in
Stockton, Modesto, Lodi and
Tracy.
It was felt that radio
advertising was effective since a
good deal of air time was
puchased at a low price. The
committee arranged for 30 spots
on KNDE in Sacramento, 35
spots on KFIV in Modesto, and 75
spots on KJOY radio in Stockton.
While Loumena feels that the
poor show of people is primarily
due to lack of popularity of the
group, Alhers feels poor
advertsing is responsible.
"Flyers passed out at high
schools two days before the
concert produced an increased
number of ticket sales. This
demonstrates how effective
advertising could have been,'
pointed out Alhers.
Loumena also mentioned

that Lincoln and St. Mary's high
schools had a football game on
the night of the concert. "St.
Mary's in particular would have
produced a lot of ticket sales,"
said Loumena.
When asked what effect the
loss would have on futurp
concerts, Loumena replied "it
will not restrict the number of
concerts, however the caliber of
the bands will be effected."
, Loumena and Alhers realize
that UOP students' taste in music
differs significantly from that of
Stockton's
general
concert
goers. The selection of a band
must achieve a balance such that
UOP students will be pleased
while enough Stockton residents
are attracted so that a loss can be
prevented.
Loumena stated the loss
"puts a burden on us - we'll have
to go a little more AM in our
selection of bands, but not to the
extent that it alienates UOP
students. We could get The
Jackson Five and make plenty of
money, but our purpose is to
entertain the students of the
University."

For 38 years the pharmacy
profession has attempted to
obtain a stamp in honor of the
nation's
pharmacists. On
Friday, Nov. 10 the effort was
finally successful, as the stamp
was released for First Day of
Issue in Cincinnati, Ohio.
The design of the stamp is a
fitting tribute to the pharmacy
profession. The Bowl of Hygeia,
the traditional international
symbol of pharmacy dominates
the design. Tracing back to the
goddess of health is the bowl with
a serpent entwined about it. .
The Wedgewood mortar and
pestle, also symoblic of
pharmacy is inscribed with
"Rx" which is an abbreviation
for the directive "Recipe" - take
thou-onprescription'requisitions.
To commemorate this event
the
Student
American
Pharmaceutical Association of
the UOP's School of Pharmacy
presented to Dean Rowland a
forty-two pound nail sculpture
depicting
the stamp. The
sculpture which is made up of
9,938 nails was presented by the
artist Chauncey Lowe at a
student convocation on Nov 10.
Anniversary of the US in
Chauncey, a native of San
Francisco and a fifth year
pharmacy student, is working on
other pieces of art for
presentation
to
proper
authorities on
the 200th
Anniversary of the US in
1976 and the 200th Anniversery
of the founding of San Francisco.
The replica of the pharmacy
stamp will be hung in an
appropriate place of honor in
UOP's School of Pharmacy,
committee in ASUOP, one that is
concerned with student affairs,

SAC Charters
Gay Students
Union
An extremely crucial com

mittee in ASUOP, one that is con
cerned with student affairs,
referred to as SAC. This
committee functions in the
following ways: it regulates
President McCaffrey's ban compus social and recreational
on concerts in the stadium places life approves student organiza
the Social Committee in a tions, supervises dormitories,
difficult
position
regarding fraternities,
sororities,
and
concerts. "The stadium would be student publications, and works
our salvation," said Loumena. If cooperatively with the student
the stadium was available, courts.
bigger bands could be signed and
Meetings are held every two
profits could be realized. "We weeks, and topics discussed tend
could also get students in free so to be controversial. For instance,
that they get a little something recently the SAC chartered the
for their$75," stated Alhers.
Gay Student's Union.
As the Social Committee's
To become a chartered
schedule now stands, dates for organization the Gay Students'
the Civic
Auditorium are Union had to make up a statereserved in March and May.
continued on page 3
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KUOP Broadcasts Mystery Serial

The Whatabouts oi
Community Involvemen

nv TED SNYDER
By
smallwood
minority students, and is able t,
today's society and some
When
onid
nriomi^tp inuiJL
provide adaquate
low-•cosi
KUOP FM is broadcasting
problems in changing
took the directorship of the education for these students
Inv°lve™
several National Public Radio
society;
.
Community
9:30: Power To Be: Examining Program this year, he was the need it."
Programs which should prove to
Carlton went on to say tha
be of interest to even the most
the Prejudiced Personality: In unhappy inheritor of a 41%
UOP has not, traditionally, b(
October, Dr. Ford Lewis, a budget cut. Formerly $88,000, the
critical listener.
a school for "academically
family counselor and behavioral CIP budget is now $50,460.
Beginning December 4, the
financially
disadvantage
scientist, delivered a series of
station will be airing The Fourth
In an interview last week, students," but rather, a schoo;
Tower of Inverness, a radio
lectures and informal
Smallwood remarked that he had
discussions. San Joaquin Delta been unable to find any program for those students who art
drama mystery serial.
Also, KUOP will continue
College sponsored the lectures whose funds were cut to CIP ss wealthy enough to afford it, „
which
dealt
with
self- extent. He added that he found smart' enough to obtain
broadcasting programs on the
scholarship.
actualization and self-discovery. this action to be "consistent
Search for Mental Health,.
'' I suppose you could say r
Produced by the Forest Hospital
This program deals with the with traditional administrative
1
Foundation in Des Plaines,
most intense encounter that lack of commitment toward an elitist," Carlton told me. "I
more interested in training
students were able to participate
Illinois through the National
really bright, talented peoplt
in a group analysis centered on minority programs.
Public Radio Network, this
"Programs are started,
than in rehabilitating people win
program brings to the public the
prejudice.
Smallwood stated, referring to
experiences and case histories ot
are marginal.
Nov. 17: The Throne in an
CIP, "and then are not given the
"There was a disagreemeit
many psychiatrists and other
Autumn Room, a one-houi
same
consideration
for
between me and some people oi
authorities in the behavioral
radio drama set in the West
succeeding as other programs.
the Advisory Board, particular!
Indian community in Canada,
sciences.
"From what I have been able
The discussions they hold
those from the community, win
this symbolic tragicomedy is
to find out," Smallwood went on,
and the information which is
played by members of the
seemed to place more emphas
program was set up and on helping kids who could ir
desseminated through them is of
Trinidad Theatre Workshop and "the
value to the interested lay person
was recorded in the Port of then just watched. That's much normally be able to make
and to those with questions or
Spain: A Study in Athletic different than encouraging the through college. They seemedi
problems. Programs for the rest
Achievement: This series of program to draw on campus be recruiting .students who k
of this month include:
athletic profiles represents a expertise or encouraging the lots of trouble academically
Nov. 21: Drugs, the Military and
study in athletic achievement expertise to support the didn't ever agree with that."
Amnesty - Dr. John Greden
and the quest for excellence in a program. It appears to me that
Carlton added, however,tha
discusses the use of drugs in the
field usually neglected in such this kind of encouragement has he had "landed in the middleol
not been going on."
the meuwm
medical
military
and tne
abstract terms.
period of change
when !
treatment
This opinion seemed to be
treatment of
01 users.
users, Greden
weucu is
^
Producer,
author and
arrived in July of 71 and tit
athlete, John Reeves wrote, borne out in my discussion with "the program has been goii:
edited and produced this very Dr. Pat Carlton, administrator uphill in terms of the genet
different series of athletic and director of Sponsored
performance levels of the CI!
profiles of three internationally Programs and Research, who
students."
"I've been very hapt
famous sports figures, Ron served on the CIP Advisory
with the direction they have!®
Clarke, Archie Moore and Gordie Board last year.
By ALBERT FIERRO
.
VM
In regards to CIP, generally, moving," Carlton stated.
The largest annual speech speaking, and expository speak- Howe
Director Smallwood alsofe
Carlton
stated, "I was always in
— is ing
tournament in the nation
that
CIP is reaching a "son
The tournament will begin
favor of it, although I don't think
scheduled for November 22-25 at
program"
this year, w
we always got all the mileage we
with registration on Wednesday
admitted
that
one reason layi
UOP.
evening. Preliminary rounds are
could out of it. Frankly, I was
The
Western
Speech
their
ability
to prow
set for Thursday and Friday. The
disappointed with the general
Communication Association
assistance
outside
'
finals will be on Saturday and
impact of the program on the
Forensic Tournament will
administration.
awards will be presented at the
Stockton community, especially
involve approximately
1000
tournament banquet on Saturday
continued on page 7
when Delta College is almost 50%
people, with the participants
night. The public is invited to the
coming from some 85 colleges in
competition.
11 western states.
Assisting UOP in sponsoring
the
tournament
is Delta College,
They will be competing for
where
Ginger
Vogler
is director
152 trophies in a variety of
of
forensics.
Dr.
Paul
Winters,
divisions and categories. Both
director of forensics at Pacific, is
individual events and debate
chairman of the tournament. He
1,000 Young Women
competition are scheduled, and
also is speech activities co
the categories will include inter
ordinator for the Western Speech
pretative reading, persuasive
Communication Association.
speaking,
extemporaneous
By LARRY LAPKIN
director of psychiatric research
at the Walter Reed General
Hospital.
Nov. 28: Problems of the
American Indian - Dr. Carl
Hammerschlag,
along
with
several
American
Indians,
discusses psychiatric and social
problems faced by the modern
American Indian.
Hammerschlag is the mental
health consultant of the Indian
Health Service in Arizona.
In November, KUOP will
present a series of selected
Public Affairs Specials: a series
of programs dealing with issues
and problems affecting the
public welfare and directed to the
community at large. These
programs are produced by
national sources and KUOP's
Public Affairs Department:
Nov. 30: Problems of Modern
Man and Power to Be:
Examining
the
Prejudiced
Personality:
Problems of
Mondern Man - Dr. James
Lunwood Walker, Associate
Professor of Religion and
Personality at the American
Baptist Seminary of the West in
Berkeley,
discusses life in
—

U W

,
Woody

Largest SpeechTournament
Slated Here for Nov.

9^

If you
owna Bible,
you need a
Halley's.

WANTED

To Receive
8 Free Pairs
of Earrings

It's the world's best known Bible
Handbook — a whopping 860
pages of comprehensive Bible
facts to make understanding the
Scriptures a pure and simple
enjoyment. More than 2Vi mil
lion copies in use today! Get
yours soon.
Deluxe Edition, $5.95.
Regular Edition, $4.50;

Absolutely no Obligation
~ Present this Ad at:

Family Book
Store
Weberstown Mall
open week nights until 9

"j6
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Remind Nixon We Want Ppar P

,e again
again, the American
Once
have
have
been used by
n0le
^ Ln-vear politics. Nixon, the
el
who drops over two
£shimas a week on Indochina,
just elected because he was
^ "peace candidate with

reported "Peace"
"Peace" on the from
t
reported
the. front
page,
hiddpn
in
°
,
Page, hidden in articles in m
middle somewhere, were the

[nTnd:cirrdbombingrat-

1
"l
COUC
The
The
Vietnamese have been
f. ,f
fighting for over a thousand
years, not against Communism
but against outside domination:
against imperialism. First the
Chinese, then the French and
now the US. It is about time that
the people of Vietnam and the
rest of SE Asia were given the
opportunity
"
,
' to determine their
tneir
W"
e as was so long ago
promised
a
Jt
Pn0„, Accords
promised in
in th
thePr,
Geneva

Would You Buy
A Used War

>
•• • •

It was a month ago that Herbert Hanoy walked into Honest Dick's
Used Car Lot to look around and kick the tires.
He was immediately recognized by the firm's top salesman,
^Through excellent tactics
Henry.
"Well, well, back again Mr. Hanoy," said Henry, rubbing his
a n d timing, Nixon has come out
hands, "and what can I show you today?"
the
elections
looking
like
our
f
"Frankly," said Mr. Hanoy, "I've been thiniing about that red
After all, he went to
savior.
and
white, two-door Ceasefire Eight. Of course, it doesn't have a
and he was the first
Moscow
synchromesh political settlement..."
to go to Peking, and
Those people in the US who
president
Nixon's "personal and
"It's just the model for you, Mr. Hanoy," said Henry. "Look at
most importantly he "brought
religious beliefs" have allowed do not believe we should be in SE that automatic withdrawal system, that tripartite power steering,
must
continue
to those guaranteed free elections ...."
[ oUr troops home.
him to kill, maim and re-locate 6 Asia,
Then on October 26, 12 days
demonstrate
their
opposition
to
million people in Indochina How
"I bought a '54 French model once with guaranteed tree
the
war.
We
must
demand,
OUT
ugfore the elections, Nixon's top
many more can he kill, maim and
elections," said Mr. Hanoy suspiciously. "It fell apart before I hardly
NOW! On Saturday, November got it home and nobody ever made good."
White House
Aid,
Henry
re-locate in the next four years?
18,
there will be a demonstration
Kissinger,
announced
the
"You're not dealing with those tricky Frenchmen now," said
Peace is not at hand. We wiil
in
San
Francisco to demand OUT Henry with dignity. "You're dealing with Honest Dick. "Look, I'm
• Peace is at hand.'' And the warnot have peace in SE Asia today
w e a r y American public snatched
tomorrow, at the end of this year,' NOW! The march leaves the going to make you an offer you can't refuse. We've got special E-Z
Embarcadero Plaza at 11 and terms on that Ceasefire Eight. This month only."
up this news and forgot about the
or at the end of next year. We will
goes to the Civic Center for a
g -52 raids, the antipersonnel
"Well, it isn't exactly what I wanted," said Mr. Hanoy
not have peace as long as Nixon is
rally. Transportation arrange reluctantly. "But if you can make me a good deal..."
bombs, the free fire zones and the
'saving face." We will not have
ments can be made through the
defoliation campaigns.
"Just step into my office," said Henry happily. So they haggled
peace until all US forces are out
Student
Mobilization Committee for hours and hours and finally came up with an 18-page contract with
Everyday that the papers
of SE Asia.
at Anderson Y, 466-1496
lots of small print. On which they shook hands.
1496.
Naturally, Honest Dick, himself was called in to look the deal
'So what, another dem over. "Congratulations, Mr. Hanoy," he said, after reading all the
onstration, what good will fine print. "You certainly got yourself a fine bargain there. I don't
that do?" Many people ask see any reason why we can't have everything signed and delivered by
themselves this question, and next Tuesday or October 31 at the very latest."
generally they decide that a
So Mr. Hanoy went home and told everybody he'd bought a used
demonstration is not worth the Ceasefire Eight. While he was somewhat uneasy about it, all his
effort. But at this time it is the friends said he was doing the right thing.
most effective way we can voice
Then he got a call from Henry. "Everything all right?" asked Mr.
our opinions against the war Hanoy anxiously.
policies
of
the
Nixon
Sure, sure, said Henry. "No problems at all. Delivery's just
administration.
around the corner. But first would you mind dropping by for one more
Nixon was elected as a peace little chat."
candidate. We know that that is a
"If there're no problems," said Mr. Hanoy, "what's there to chat
lie, and we must demonstrate to about?"
Nixon that we will not except his
"Oh, just a little clarification of language. Like that part about
lies.
tripartite power steering. It seems it isn't exactly power steering..."
"Look, we've got a contract and you promised to sign it by
October 31," said Mr. Hanoy angrily.
continued from page 1
"I think we promised to try to sign it by then," said Henry.
ment of purpose, draw up a "Confidentially we're having a little trouble over the title. Seems
constitution, and have a policy there's this gentleman in Saigon who feels he's the legal owner. And to
regarding membership require get his signature on the contract, I'm afraid we're going to have to up
ments.
the price just a little and ...."
The SAC is composed of eight
A deal s a deal!" spluttered Mr. Hanoy. "Sign like you
student representatives, from promised!"
each of the respective schools:
"Well, seeing we're not exactly the legal owners..."
Callison, Richard Gumbiner;
"You mean to tell me," shouted Mr. Hanoy, "that you've been
COP, Dan Zarate: Covell, trying to sell me a car you don't even own?"
Marcia
Moore:
School of
"Now, now, Mr. Hanoy, there's no need to get excited," said
Education, Georgia Heckendorf; Henry soothingly. "I'm sure it will all work out. After all, if you can't
School of Engineering, Dan trust Honest Dick, who can you trust?"
Davis: Raymond, Eric Lagerlof.
But, unfortunately, Mr. Hanoy had already slammed down the
receiver.
•t
Well, anyone who's been through a similar experience can
\ VILLAGE OPTICAL
predict the outcome. Either you tear up the contract into teensy little
pieces, muttering curses, or you knuckle under and go through with
Formerly
the deal, feeling rooked and snookered and muttering curses.
In either case, one thing's for sure: You certainly aren't fit to live
MACEY-TRESS
with.
because0" of^-peJsonaf and
rehgious behefs" and because of
his belief in "the sancitity of
human life, he doesn't believe in
abortion. There
iume doesn't
aoesn t seem to
tn
be any sanctity of Vietnamese
life
letnamese
life.

Gay Students

FOR EYEWEAR
INALLSHAPES
ANDSHADES

Written by: Arthur Hoppe
copywright: San Francisco Chronicle
Nixon story by Peggy King-

Boole
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mmcAH
Karen Welz
Editor-in-Chief

Dayna Petersen
News Editor

Wanna Join
Don West
Features Editor

Rock Concert
perfect facility to st£jj=e d"
outdoor rock concert. If it is
possible to hold a non-vioient
concert, it would be one of the
best things we at ASUOP coid
possibly do. There is no super
group within the continental US
or England that would no
consider playing at UOP-and I
leave you with that thought.

I am somewhat optimistic
after
reading
President
Business Manager
Production Manager
McCaffrey's statement
concerning rock concerts in last
Greg Simpson
Nan Brown
week's Pacifican. It is indeed
Photography Editor
Layout Editor
encouraging to note that he
Doug Haverty
understands "that music is very
Jim McCartney
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor
much a part of our culture and
that many people, young and
Richard Fixott
Tamsen Nash
old alike, derive a great sat
Circulation
Copy Editor
isfaction from rock concerts.
A publication of the Associated Students, University of the Pacific,
(The Pacifican, Nov 10, 1972)
published weekly during the academic year.
This is quite a change from
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924 at the Post Office,
last year's "The University gains
Stockton California, under the Act of March 3, 1897. Member College
nothing from the holding of such
Press Service. Represented nationally by National Educational
an event." (The Pacifican, May
Advertising Services, 18 East 50th Street, New York, New York 10022.
All material copyright The Pacifican 11972.
Phone: 946-2114
5, 1972) I sincerely feel that the
All student and faculty members are encouraged to express their views
President will give us a fair
in the letters to the editor section. Letters may be mailed or brought to:
hearing when the time comes.
The Pacifican, 3rd floor North Hall, UOP, Stockton, California 95204.
This brings me to a point
All letters must be 250 words or less, typewritten and double-spaced.
where I must again explain why I
Name must be included and all letfers must be signed.
am pursuing rock concerts. With
The Pacifican will not print letters which are libelous or in poor taste.
the exception of Ten Years After,
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to space
UOP has had good, peaceful
limitations and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects
concerts.
believed to have been exhausted.
There was no "emergency
at the Chicago concert. That was
a matter of a security personnel
mixup (not obtaining licenses to
Community involvement is not one of those things that you have a wear guns in Stockton) - there
choice about - you are involved whether you want to be or not. Ivory were
no shootings, pistol
tower academics are one reaction to life in a confusing and whippings, or stab wounds. We
challenging community. The temptation to stay within our all know of many peaceful
immediate school community is reinforced by the natural warmth of outdoor rock concerts. The
Beautiful Day and Joy of Cooking
our elite peer-group situation.
Some will never be tempted to leave this secure niche and some concerts were completely
will be too frightened to try. But many students realize the need to be peaceful.
conscious of their inevitable involvement and to direct it.
What I am interested in is
The programs briefly covered in this issue tell you some of the why the Ten Years After concert
involvement possibilities at UOP. You may decide that you want to was so violent. The President has
help those less able to enjoy the benefits of your community. Or you suggested that "extraordinary
may decide that you need experience to find out more about your own efforts" were made to prevent
interests. You may choose an intern program to aid your search.
violence at that concert.
Whichever you decide will add to your education in ways that a
I have stated before, but I
four year retreat on campus will not. Community involvement will will state again: the preparation
teach you how the real world runs and how to cope with its problems. for Ten Years After was
It will teach you to see your educational deficiencies - and to rely on completely inadequate. There
your educational strengths.
was no security inside the
Callison College in particular is centered around the idea that stadium to stop fights. There was
community involvement is valuable. Their focus is mainly the world no security at the gate to check
community and world understanding. You may choose to focus on the people.
South Stockton community or the UOP student political community,
Individuals were walking
but you are sure to find an area to fit your interests.
through the gate with knives
I think that this must be the focus of much of UOP's community strapped to their sides. The
involvement programs - getting students into real world programs of crowd was entirely too large.
interest to them. Programs that coincidentally provide service to the Common sense should have been
community are great, but must take a backseat to educationally used to limit the attendance. In
useful programs.
. •
,
. addition, the concert was just too
The shotgun coverage of UOP's many community involvement
long-people became restless.
programs is useful. It allows students many choices for involvement
I feel I must pursue this
and offers many different degrees of involvement. UOP's programs
issue. Along with the Concert
also enable students room to develop their own approach
to
the
Committee, I will investigate this
community.
matter and, hopefully, put a solid
Whether you get involved with one of the various intellectual, plan together. We will be meeting
scholarly communities - such as the math or art communities - or not, with members of the Stockton,
be sure to get involved with a real world, everyday community as Berkeley, and San Francisco
well. Your academic interests may get you a job, a career and a Police Departments.
professional reputation, but you must live with all the rest of us.
We will be meeting with Bill
Community involvement is not optional.
Graham and the top men who
have had experience in this area.
Editor's Note:
We will be meeting with doctors
A main source for this issue was the list of Community and experts in the field of crowd
Involvement programs printed by the Public Relations Office on control. In other words, we will
Sept. 27, 1972.
be exploring this matter
This list has some 59 different programs and if you include the completely.
many sub-programs that invariably exist, you come up with a mass of
I sincerely appreciate your
data impossible to completely cover and put in perspective.
words of encouragement by
We have chosen some of those areas of activity that seem to be stating that supporting evidence
most relevant and interesting. The CIP program is one that we must be uncovered before we can
especially felt needed coverage.
come to a valid decision. I also
Some community involvement programs at UOP are at the thank President McCaffrey for
college ofr school level while others relate to a few students, one or not closing the door on this issue.
two classes or student groups.
Hopefully, if the concert
According to the Sept. 27 Public Relations release, a survey of committee presents a plan, he
programs concluded that a minimum of 6,000 hours a week is put in by will give it serious consideration.
UOP students. Add an unknown total for faculty and administration I honestly feel that he will.
time and the weekly service output is enormous.
This University has the
Vicky Chiu

Pete Shepard

Jeff Gullo
Vice President, ASUOP

Another Committee?
To the students of COP:
The Charter Committee is
committee made to draw u»
system of government for (ft
It is very important and reqftthat three students be on it,
Three students are %
needed for Winter Ter
Committee to examine Wia
Term courses and their value:
the students; three students:
needed for the Multidisciplft
Committee which examines,,
general curriculum of the scha
In the COPA Assembly tfe
is room for one Ombudsman
Director of Elections, Poiijt
and Evaluations and
Director of Academic Policy at
they must be found.
You get out of a system wha.
you put into it, and maybe more
Danial
Zarai
COPA Assembly!®

More Than An Option

Big Business Influences Election
By STEPHEN SMITH
Now that another election has passed and campaign stick®
posters and speeches have been filed in the garbge, with many of
predominant issues, it is time to take a look at our election system
evaluation of our state initiative system is especially in order.
In the election of "72" the voters of California were allowed
express their ideas on some 22 propositions, which covered a i
variety of issues from health care to coastline protection.
Though millions of dollars were spent both pro and con oni
various propositions, the voters record was remarkably percepti'
supporting such propositions as the coastline initiative wl
rejecting propositions like 14 (the Watson amendement) and 15
state pay initiative.)
Whether one thinks the voters were perceptive or not is a mailt
of personal opinion, of course, but the fact that many
coroporations have dumped up to 3 million dollars into defeating
initiative still remains.
The Initiative system began in 1911 as one of the many refon
the progressive Governor, Hiram Hohnson. It was passed in order
give the people a chance to enact their own programs when thest.
legislature proved to be unresponsive. At the time, Southern Pa®
and other gianst practically owned the legislature.
This new system worked very well and still exists to®
However, the original reason for its enactment has been ignored1
it has become the tool for moneyed interests.
Putting up two million dollars in a slick smear campaign aga»
Proposition 20 may eventually help Southern California Edison b
defeats the whole purpose of the initiative system.
The big corporations and moneyed interests can supply W°"
for a proposition aimed at benefiting them while the avtf
workingman must take money out of his own pocket in an attewf
defeat it.
Despite the fact that many voters are interested and look in'0
propositions, polls show that great percentages no little even
election time.
Today is the day of slick ad campaigns and confused
Greater emphasis needs to be placed on campaign expenditu11^
this is not realized, Californians will continue to be greatly influen
by big business.
;
The state initiative system can still provide channels f°r
citizen to gain reform, but if we cannot get together to c0
campaign funds we will have to eliminate it.

-!f.«
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I Community Involvement
is
a
Two
Way
Street
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' I President.
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• Dea„, School
Pharmacy
Pharmacy:
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ford
L
Clifford
L.- Dochterman - Vice
„
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ru
u
Judith M. Chambers-Assistant to the
President:
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community involvement programs.
1
Starting in 1969, we began to realize
"The
"The cycle of
the advantages to us and the
Community
"As a private
poverty,
community of these programs. In
Involvement
University our
discrimination,
addition to taking students off
level of
Projects of the
frustration,
campus for valuable experiences,
School of
involvement
discouragement
within the
community involvement brings a
Pharmacy utilize
and
diversified
student body to our
wasted
talent
community
is
rpfn„ educational
—
resources ot tne
can only be broken
campus. College students across the
most impressive.
by actions
school, its faculty and students to ,
| educational
,
not
nation express the desire to meet
The involvement
words or provises. Somebody must
provide services to the community.
people of diverse backgrounds, but
institution of this caliber is of
of our students and faculty in the
T h e s e r v i c e s c o n s i s t o f accept responsibility to do something
college populations do not reflect the
exceedingly great value and should
community of Stockton and the
providing
information to members of for someone. To me, this is the real
students
who
would
diversity of the US population.
be offered to
larger
community
of
the
County,
the
the continuity to improve their meaning of CIP.
"Community involvement is
otherwise be unable to experience it
State and the Nation (and in some
knowledge and understanding of
I realize the financial burden
Pacific's effort to keep the two-way
for solely financial reasons.
instances the Global Community)
these various aspects of available this program places on a private deserves some praise.
flow moving between the campus
"The CIP Program provides this
health care: the Straight Drug Talk university and that it is easy to say,
opportunity'for 200 undergraduates.
"Our involvement in the schools, community and some of the other
Let the tax supported universities the state hospital,
Program which utilizes the volunteer
Likewise, the social and intellectual
the drug communities of which we are a part.
ettorts of approximately 50 of our do it. But the need is here and
mix that is provided by the presence
programs, the free dental care from President Stanley E. McCaffrey:
students in an attempt to bring about without our efforts nothing happens.
our Dental School in San Francisco,
of this type of student presents a
"One of the
an understanding of the drug abuse We can't do everything in the the legal aid from our Law School in
more realistic representation of the
most
important
problem as it relates to primary and community to improve the lives of Sacramento, the scholarships to
aspects of the life
society in which Pacific graduates
secondary students in San Joaquin young people, but we can do disadvantaged students, are among
of this University
will make use of their education.
something.
County
schools:
the many services our University
is its involvement
"Thus CIP, Teacher Corps, New
"To turn our back on these offers the community. This is an
in the community
Careers, High School Equivalency
minorities
who need and can benefit
achievement for a school of our size.
and its community
Program (HEP), and our many other
Street Drug Analysis Program - from the unique educational,
service
efforts.
"We should not, however, forget
community involvements assure us
keports actual chemical constituents opportunity at Pacific is to ignore the
that community involvement is a two Just as 'no man is an island,' so no
that a Pacific education will be much
of illicit drugs, the program is headed historic Christian tradition which
way street. The community has university can exist in splendid
more relevant to the realities of
by Dr. John K. Brown; Venereal created our University."
served the University well. The isolation.
society.
Disease Information Programs,
"Certainly this University is
schools have willingly opened their
Mr. Robert D. Haas - Regent:
"We have deliberately invested
conducted in local schools through
very
much a part of society and of life
doors
to
our
student
teachers,
in new leadership which shares this
volunteer information services
businessmen from Stockton have and wishes to play a full role in
"Our
vision of academic excellence. Thus
attempting
to
aid
in
the
obligation to serve added signnficantly to our business meeting the problems and challenges
the original arrangement of it being
understanding and provention of
curriculum, open cooperation has of our communitv.
the community
added to the University's Program
veneral disease;
"One of the features of our
been evident in community studies to
stems
from
its
has been
replaced
by
an
institution
of which we can be most
enhance
many
of
our
academic
importance to the
arrangement where CIP has become
"Poison Prevention programs in
proud is that of the volunteer
University.
Many
departments
and
schools.
Last
but
part of the academic enterprises that
local elementary schools; and
certainly not least, the community of community service efforts of our
of our students
gives Pacific its overall character as
several individual students working and their families live in the area.
Stockton
has been generous with gifts students. There are some sixty
an institution of vision and quality."
in various health care clinics
"In addition, the University
and grants that allow us to continue programs in which over 2,000
throughout the area.
draws heavily upon a wide array of
our educational enterpriseat the high students of our Stockton, San
Francisco,
and
Sacramento
community resources and services:
level
we have come to expect from
Quaint and Charming
"All of these programs are
campuses
are
participating
in
police and fire protection, the
UOP Community involvement is a
beneficial to both those who serve
Pure Nostalgia
performing constructive community
Stockton Library, local businesses,
mutual
fact."
and those who are served. The
service activities.
housing, cultural and social events..
DECORATED IN RARE
members of the community receive
Clifford J. Hand - Acting Dean, COP:
6 BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUES
"All are designed to be of
. . the list goes on and on.
valuable information from informed
assistance to individuals and groups
"Both the University and the
uio TIME mices
"The
view in the community and represent a
sources.
The
students who
°»fcEAOt M°
community benefit from our
from a tower - positive effort on the part of our
participate in the programs receive
DELIGHTFUL FOOD
involvement in the community. The
AAA APPROVED
ivory or otherwise students and faculty to be of service
the satisfaction of using their
many
"outreach"
programs
V
- is often good, but to our fellow men.
education for the good of the
(tutoring, drug program, dental
going anywhere
"Our University Community
\*0tde
community and the realization that care) enable community residents to
requires us to get Involvement Program is designed to
the skills and knowledge they are draw upon the resources and skills
our feet on the afford educational opportunities to
receiving in pharmacy school can available in the University.
ground.
minority students and reflects the
result in practical and useful
Community
desire of the University to offer the
"At the same time, these
services and programs.
at opportunity for higher education to
Involvement
activities provide members of the
"The Community Involvement
UOP has helped to men and women from minority
University commuity with an
Programs of the School of Pharmacy
break down the groups in the San Joaquin County
opportunity to enrich their own
seek to extend the educational
educational experiences by applying barriers between the academic world region.
experience beyond the school itself
"Just as a citizen in life wishes to
skills
they
have
learned, and the several other worlds we touch
and into the community at large."
be of service to his fellow man, in
encountering new points of view, and and which touch us. Neither in
gaining the satisfaction of serving isolation from the world nor in total order to achieve fulfillment as an
immersion in it are we able to individual and as a contributing
others.
"Through the other important discover where we are, or where it's member of society, so our University
and the members of our University
aspect of our involvement with the at.
community gain fulfillment from our
community, the admission of 200 CIP
Considering itssize, Pacific has a
participation in a variety of
students into the University, we are
great deal to be proud of in its many community service endeavors.
able to open opportunities to capable
A
community residents whose horizons
might be unfairly restricted by
financial limitations. By opening our
campus to these students we also
open up the educational process to a
greater diversity of perspectives and
experiences."
We can put a new clasp
Our
Community
Involvement
Program is unique
for a university of
this
size and
character.
We
believe that an
in
an
experience

T HOMt
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We give jewelry
tender loving
repair
on a thousand dollar
necklace, or size a ring,
all with the same
tender loving repair.

Z41£S*
My,how yoaW changed

1

Miracle Music

PRICE
SALE
2

Bechloff's GIVES YOU MORE.,

Now Carries

SONY
TAPE RECORDERS
as well as all other

Jr. Petites " Pants
Coats & Ski Wear

SONY Products

. za|es Custom Charge
. Zales Revolving Charge

00000

Master Charge
Bank Americard

Phone 466-4388

\ Use one of our convenient charge plans
N
N.

Weberstown Mall 478-1726

AAI RAGLE
2363 Pacific Ace.

OPEN NITES TIL 9

AT HALF THE COST
FASHIONS

LET US HELP

2104 Pacific Avenue
Ph. 465-6013
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Only Way To Have A Pal Is To Be One
»

*

Rv SALLY
CAI.IY VAN
VANDYKE
By
DYKE
individual basis.
Presently the Anderson Y
Center is sponsering the
University Pals Program and
has many more young children
that it can possibly service. The
children come trorn^ the
Department
Assistance, from social service
agencies, and from parents, and
indicate
an
enormous
community need.
In sponsering the Pals
Program, the Anderson Y is
developing a program that will
take trained and enthusiastic
•liege students and put them
college

There is a pressing need in Sister Program. At least 90
the Stockton community to percent of their requests for big
provide
channels
for brothers and sisters came from
development of one-to-one families on welfare income.
It is healthy for young people
relationships
with
troubled
to
have
a big brother/sister
children.
It is recognized that many of relationship with a person who
the academic problems that they admire and respect and a
confront children stem from person who they know respects
personal feelings of inadequacy. and likes them. This is a
There is evidence that these recognized need in the process of
fears can be reduced through a growth and development.
Also University students
relationship that affirms the
need
an opportunity to relate to
child and centers on the fact that
children of other racial, ethnic,
he is a worthwhile person.
The Department of Public and social groups. This helps
Assistance has taken in 20,000 them move beyond stereotypes
children and their parents to be into a pattern of making
evaluations
and choices on an
helped uy
by the
Big Brother/Big
neipeu
mc u
-o
v,T

•i... 4-^
into the Stockton community to
serve as big brothers and big
sisters to children seven to
fourteen years of age needing
this kind of relationship.
It will also provide an
«
^or UOp students to
an intimate way with
people
from
various
backgrounds and will demon
strate to a child in conflict with
authority that there are people
who care about him.
In carrying out the goals ot
the Pals Program, the Anderson
Y is recruiting UOP men and
women
are willing to make
a
women who
wno are
^

yocrillpr commitment
pom
regular
toparticular child and to engage
developing an interpers(l|1
relationship with him.
participating student is offers
training program that will eq#.
UOP
Pals
with
^
communications skills
sary to relate to the har
to-reach or hare-toyoung person.
The training and discus®,
sessions take place monthly 4
all persons participating in tjprogram and the Anderson
may be contacted for a
further information.

Cluster Colleges Concerned
with Community
Community Involvement
continued from page 2
Part of this effort included a
request to ASUOP for $16,000, of
which they received $4,000.

Dean Carlton remarked that

Raymond

one of the specific reasons for the
cut backs stemmed from a
ASUOP's justification for the cut | recommendation made last year
to
McCrone
from
a
lay in the fact that CIP is

technically
a
campus
administrative program and
therefore should be funded
through the administration.
On Nov. 15 CIP requested an
additional $400 from ASUOP to
provide meal tickets for CIP
students. Smallwood has also
been contacting service groups
in the area, to see if they are
willing to match this amount.
Results of these efforts are not
yet known.
Smallwood sees one of the
major causes for the cutback as
the shift in administrative
priorities since the program was
developed in 1968 under Dr.
Bevans.
"Even though I have no
doubt that McCrone wants to do
the "best he can for the program,"
Smallwood continued, "there's a
difference between encouraging
a program and actually giving it
priority." When asked what he
felt the UOP Vice-President's
priorities
were, Smallwood
replied that he was "not sure.''

Community involvement in,
Raymond college happens as a
particular class function, on an
independent study basis, through
an internship by arbitrary
alliance of concerned students,
and by individual volunteer
work.
True to the Raymond spirit
of education, there is no
administrative requirement that
you become involved, but
students tend to support the
fields of education and politics in
particular. This has been
accomplished
through such
things as tutorials, teacher's aid
work, and political campaigns.
This semester Raymond's
Skills in Tutoring, taught by Dan
Bava, had students working as
tutors in various schools within
the Stockton School district.
Callison

subcommittee of the advisory
Board
of
CIP.
The
recommendation suggested that
the room and board portion of the
CIP budget ($20,000) could be
cut.
"Everyone is so impressed with
Smallwood's work this year that
there is simply no justification
for me to spend that much time
with CIP," Carlton stated: He
added, however, that if the need
arose, he would probably end up
back on the Advisory Board,
he would probably end up back on
the Advisory Board.
Smallwood feels that the
staff and students of CIP are
more cohesive this year and that
the
program
is
being
successfully extended into new
areas.
"The
cutbacks
haven't
crippled us," Smallwood said,
"but an ongoing effort has to be
made by us to compensate. To
build a sound program under
these conditions is really a
contradiction."

requirement

SINGLE?

I

YOU QUALIFY!
i%

i

Automobile Libility Insurance

$182.80 Per

Year

Organization. In addition to 4
Callison experience the studei
has related readings, seminarand turns in his own critic
report in journals or researc
papers.
In both Raymond
Callison,
the
communii
involved courses are not limite
in enrollment to Raymond
Callison students but facillita
any student of the University.
In Elbert Covell Collej
there is very little accents
Community involvement,
only is there no requirement
such an experience in order
graduate, but there seems tok
little motivation on the partotti
students themselves.
One area in which s(
contact with the people
Stockton has ocurred is
education.
Through clas
direction,, some Covellianosar
working with students of It
Stockton School District.

ATTENTION

UNDER 25?

I

for

By ROBIN COTA
graduation from Callison college
is that the student must have
completed one semester with the
Stockton Project. It may be
completed before his trip abroad
or after returning. Callison,
however, encourages the student
to do this before his travel as a
better comparison may be drawn
between his experience in
Stockton and abroad:
The main areas with which
the Stockton project concerns
itself are education, mental
health,
and
penology.
Specifically the students work as
tutors and teachers aides in the
Stockton school district, with
patients in the state hospital, San
Joaquin County Adult School for
the Mentally Retarded and with
juvenilles at the California Youth
Authority.
Individual interests too, are
pursued in such areas as
pregnancy counseling and the
National
Welfare
Rights

* -

Includes Bodyily Injury, Property Damage and
$10,000 Life Insurance Policy!

Call - 466-4403
HBBTJ.I
urnmil
IBO

BKHE

Now Available:
Discount Coupon Book
Good for discounts and free
services from local merchants*
Free to ASUOP Cardholders.
$ 3 to faculty and staff.
At the Caboose
across from

PHONE (209) 466-4403

211 EAST WE8EB AVENUE • STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95202

* Based on full time students, good driving record, licensed!
3 years. Lower rates if female or married. No matter what
your driving record we have the lowest rating available.

Wendell Philips Center.
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Encouraging Program, Changing
Priorities Leaves CIP in a Bind
The Community Involve
ment
Program
continues
journey toward a quality
organization with financial out
backs nearing 50 percent this
year, however, the program is
orced to travel light and live by
its wits.
Fortunately
"Woody"
mallwood, their head scout this
\3 year, steered CIP clear of past
- pitfalls, and guided it into
previously uncharted areas.
Academic Quality

These community members apparently don't find early morning
I involvement too stimulating. But Anderson Y tutoring can help them even if it is a lot like school.

toiu

unclassified
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ads

ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS!
TERMPAPERS for
Tree information on jot
Researched and p r o f e s s i o n a l l y t y p e d .
All writers have a minimum BS, BA
Degree.
CALL COLLECT: 202-333-0201
ALSO AVAILABLE
OUR TERMPAPER CATALOG
IOVER 3.000 ON FILE)
We will not send t h e s a m e p a p e r t o
the same school t w i c e . ORDER NOW!
Sand S 1.00 to cover p o s t a g e and hand
ling for your c a t a l o g .
TERMPAPER LIBRARY, INC.
3160 " O " S t r e e t , N.W.
Washington, D. C . 20007

CHARTERS YEAR ROUND
•<o more c]Ub fees' 50 Departures,
also NYC, Japan & Australia. Youth
pres. too. Since 1959: ISTC, 323 N.
lyDr Bevei"ly Hills, Ca. 90210,
(2'3) 275-8180

,r

"

'-^w^vailable: Discount Coupon
'sj
rd holders
H t r T t0 ABUOP ca
caiunoiaers
H to faculty and staff. Good for
I " ? a.nd f r e e services from
acm« ferc nts AC the Caboose
"ss from Wendell Phillips Center.
iSfs Needed: to participate in
Suesk recreation programs for the
Crestwood
Convakc °
Manor
HosPital- H30 Monaco
Ct Ca n v
t3U Karen Welty 478-2060.

p00,?]™f: 3,5 canon iens and
Ph 463 8379
' 259 GraCe Covell>

l^rlluef970, Honda CBl0°- Best
2-9584 r
'rnmediately! Call
leXcellentc0ndiUon.

tUn6'

opportunities , in Hawaii after
graduation write to: Kamaaina
Career Opportunity Day, Box 9668]
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820.

For Sale: 2 Snow tires like new.l
Goodyear F78-14. $80. Phone 477-9278
between 5-10pm.

For Sale: Hermes Portable.
Typewriter. Excellent condition. $60.
1
463-3948.

NOTICE
Major employe™ throughout the
U.S. (private 4 government) are
seeking qualified college men and
ti career portions with
women for
top pay and outstanding benefits.
Excellent opportunities exist in
many areas. For FREE infor
mation on student assistance and
placement program send, selfaddressed STAMPED envelope to
National Placement Registry,
Data-Tech Services, 1001 East
Idaho St., Kalispdl, MT 59901.

By TED SNYDER
are coming out of the CIP budget,
first priority is part-time job
placing of CIP students. Second
priority is to find full-time work
for CIP graduates since the past
pattern has been that graduating
CIP students find employment
out of town. Third priority is the
placing of student from the
University at large.
University at large.
Day Care Nursery Program

Witches
Wanted:
Any studend
who believesshe is a witch. Fill in briei
confidential questionnaire for a
research project. Earn $5. 462-2142.
Dr. L. Campos.
'

Remnant Specialty Store

>ty-7Ra

mfnager

PSA

will grin and bear
UOP.

For the music lover
who demands the finest.

for the junior

.&argaj
1969
DU8.
condit]-;
VW
"u,tioninn
*" Bug,
air
donriin.
8- 33,000
mlloc
nA,„
Con<lition «1
33,000 mile
^
S- Excellent
l^AUl
' $1'•335
50.
477-6071
°- Call 477-5071.

.'nan

ADVENT

LOUD SPEAKER

540 N. Union at Oak
Open 9>30 - 5>30. dosed Sunday

" 463-0888

•^S£.ded-

The Progressor's first
project is a baby contest, in
which CIP is sponsoring two or
three contestants. Based on the
number
of
Progressor
subscriptions sold by CIP, each
baby will win a gift certificate
and a savings bond, while CIP
receives a cash prize. Selection of Next Year's Students

CIP
is
considering
establishing a day care nursery
Smallwood's main goal is the program for babies of CIP
reduction of the number of CIP students and either Delta College
students on probation to zero (at students or the general UOP
present there are eight) and the campus.
maintenance of a low drop-out
Two CIP students and over
rate.
160 Delta students have been
The
Community
In
A large part of the CIP forced to drop out of school since
budget ($9,200 out of about September, due to a lack of child- volvement Program generally
has more applicants than
$50,000) is spent to pay tutors, care facilities.
openings.
For this reason,
advisors, and other part-time
Smallwood
has
a
help. With this help, the general commitment from the director of Smallwood's recruitment duties
GPA of CIP students, to date, is the nursery school program at are limited to a few talks at local
high schools.
higher than that of the general Delta to provide six students to
Prospective students send in
student body.
staff the program, if space and
Training Workshops
facilities can be found on the applications which are then
reviewed by a screening
Smallwood has set up four UOP campus.
committee
of CIP's Advisory
CIP Radio Program
day-long workshops for the
Board which has representa
further training of CIP staff and
CIP has developed a half- tives of the student body, com
board. These workshops will be hour radio program for KUOP
munity, faculty, CIP staff, and
run by the Arthur D. Little FM, airing at 9 pm each
UOP administration).
organization
from
San Wednesday. In each program a
Dean Betz, Smallwood, and
Francisco, and will be funded panel - of CIP students will
the Dean of Adminssions make
through
CIC
(Opportunities question various community
the final decision on the
Industrialization Center) and the organizations
(The
Op
screening committee's receomSan Joaquin Youth Council.
portunities
Industrialization
mendations.
Job Placement Service
Center,
Community
Action
Asian
Services
As of Nov. 8, Gloria Carter is Council,
Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical
first director of the UOP Job Organization, Council for the
Fraternity, Gamma Nu chapter,
Placement Service. This service Spanish-Speaking and others) as
in conjunction with the Northern
will be set up in Alumni House, to their activities in the area
The
Progressor
California
Pharmaceutical
which is now redirecting its focus
Association will be conducting a
from Alumni Services (25%) to
In order to facilitate
free
diabetes
screening
job placement (75%.)
communication
with
the
program.
community at large, CIP has
Diabetes test strips and
instrumental
in
Since funds for the service been
information will be distributed in
front of the End Zone on Friday,
Wo sure havo boon busy latolyl
Nov. 17from llamto2pm,andat
Some people tell us it's the FAIR PRICES,
the Weberstown
Mall on
some say GREAT SELECTION, and others speak
Saturday Nov. 18 from 9:30am to
of the GOOD SERVICE.
5:30pm.
Com*, find out
for yourself I

Stockton's ONLY
Now Available: Discount Coupon
Book FREE to ASUOP card holders]
$3 to faculty and staff. Good fo
discounts and free services fr°r
local merchants. At the Caboose
across from Wendell Phi1i.ip.s Center]

encouraging the San Joaquin
Progressor, formerly a local
Black newspaper, to become a
community paper with multi
cultural inputs.
CIP has volunteers to work
with the Progressor to affect this
change.
Baby Contest

available for

won,an w'lh car
3H4dule flevnli
,,e*ible. Call Don at 464

OIL WAL
UTILITY
SMALL

MINIMUM
3 LINES 1 DAY

1 DAY

3 LINES
4 LINES
5 LINES
6 LINES

.30
.75
1.00
1.25

12 times a day. From Stockton, you can smile away to Los
Angeles, San Francisco, and Fresno. And return. Call your campus
reo or PSA and ask about our easy-to-bear, low fare.
PSA fives you a

lift.

6130 Pacific

$125.00
$105.00
74.50

Ave

477 0082

In Mofcnqo C%ntcr
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Calaveras
Calendar
By DOUG HAVERTY

Friday Nov 17
.
9am-5pm Indian Art Display; Callison Preceptor s Lodge
~
T,
„„
Motinnol
Pnnrities
speaker
ASUOP
Forum
on
National Priorities
12noon
Congressman Jerome Waldie (D); Gold Room
6:30 & 9 Anderson Y Film: Last of the Ski Bums
Film at Delta: The World Around Us and Mexico Ole;
8pm
Speech Arts Aud.
Film Festival at Delta: To Die in Madrid: Room B
8pm
Building Z12.
Cabaret; Miracle Players: Weberstown Mall Community
8pm
Hall
ASUOP adult puppet show; Raymond Great Hall
8:30
Saturday Nov 18

11am
12noon
1:15pm
2:30pm
3pm
5pm

Callison South Indian Arts Festival Indian Art Display;
Callison Preceptor's Lodge.
March in San Francisco: AntiWar; Assemble at the foot of
Market Street near Embaracadero in San Francisco.
Peace Rally at San Francisco Civic Center
Callison South Indian Arts Festival: Indian Dance and
Music by Callison students at Albright Aud.
Callison South Indian Arts Festival: Tea: Wendell Phillips
Patio
Callison South Indian Arts Festival: Illustrated lecture on
South Indian Sculpture by Dr. Satymurti; Albright Aud.
Callison South Indian Arts Festival: South Indian
Vegetarian Dinner: Fat City Cafe
ASUOP dance; Delta Wires; Anderson Hall
Sunday Nov 19

3pm

Recital: Mr. & Mrs. William Dominick: piano and
clarinet; Proneer Museum
Monday Nov 20
Registration begins for fair spaces at the KPFA Radio
Christmas Crafts Fair. Registration continues Nov 21 and
22. 2207 Shattuck Ave, Berkeley. First come, first served.
Deadline for all State Scholarship Applications
Battle of Algiers Albright Aud. 50c.

9am

6:30

Dirk Hamilton's Dirty Words
DoNot a Person Make
llUnW •

8pm

Concert: Sha
Winterland

Na

Na/Stoneguard/Persuasions;

Sepalitti A Liquors

Count Stdi etmplttt with built in
Mby Sytlm.
$285.00

I2S 8. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON. CAUf.

PHONf 478 3275

SKI NEWS
SUNDANCE SPORTS
PLACE
-S —h N

Open weeknights
Till 9:00 pm
Sunday 12 to 6

E:

Pacific Ave.

Ski & Cross Country
gear and outfits
Come to

p p_

(Thousands of Finished PHP®|
on every subject.)

CALL COLLECT - 215 - 343-3412
OR WRITE

$L00

Used & Originals
(TYPED in finished form
with Bibliography & Footnol]

***************

*
*

LOCAL
SALESMEN

TERMPAPER RESEARCH INC. *
NEEDED
* (Write c/o Miss J
P. O. Box 252
****************
Warrington, Pa. 18976

AL FUNZZO'S
"Home of the Chicago Pizza"
The biggest and best in Stocks
TO SUIT YOUR
TASTE

THE
GOODTIME*

LARGE 2-ltam Pizio «
and
A PITCHER OF BEER

3t

GOOD AvMyTuAE [
lance Sports

5}ut|t|foiwaHfu&it
61 ID Pacific Ave
477 0097
In M jrcnqp C» oft*'

FROM

Have a Mellow Party at

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries
Keg Beer - Free Delivery

w
Model #201

30.000 ON FILE

FREE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
99339 99993 333
3331333333 33339
3333 3333 33393

ADVENT

WRITTEN BY PROFESSIONAL DEGREED RESEARCHERS

24 Hour Mailorders
Quality Research
Never the same paper twice
Lowest rates
'Results' Guaranteed

Monday Nov 27
6:30 &
9pm Tristana Albright Aud. 50c
A display of visual materials
prepared by the Indochina
Moblie Education Project will be
open in the Andersen dinning
hall Nov. 16 and 17. Contact
Peggy King at 466-1496 for more
information.

TERM-PAPERS

GUARANTEE

Wednesday Nov 22
Concert: West Brudcel Laing; Winterland
Friday Nov 24

Hamilton displayed a wide arraj
of talents. He can play the guiJ

McDonald s Screens
Chaplin Film at Y

Pacific Arts Woodwind Quartet; Conservatory

8pm

nQ

I am ashamed to say that
imaginative a
^ Mogt wjjU and has a variety t
Fuckin' for Exercise was the
concentration, g ^
in and
interesting singing styles.
highlight of the Dirk Hamilton
11,6
°'
Kted tor more than a
He can even write lyric,,,
Trio concert last Saturday.
and stayed
d t like
mei0dies to match. However,
I was disgusted to see 100 out
matter of seconds, seem
^ ^
and om q{ ^ j
students rush up to the stage
Wh3
r£ te
Hdt
singing rucwHi
Fuckin! It
singing,
n was like they
----lt cheated.
cheaieu. Through all didn't give a shit, that it wasaj
l ten.
blurred.
acous^lcs,
were a group of little kids who
apologies of rotten
continued on page J
Ouuiohi
reallv neat to sing
^ rehearsal, and wine, Dirk
thought it was really
cotreneaiscu,
along with the chorus and say a
dirty word.
This ASUOP sponsored
concert got underway in the
traditional style of a rock concert
- 30 minutes late. It is "the thing
to be late and set up right in front
The Funniest Man in the new relationship on campus,.
of your audience. However, there
McDonald's spokesman saidl
was no audience at 8:30 because World, an anthology of Charlie "We have enjoyed doing busines]
most rock concert hopefuls were Chaplin's classic films, will be with faculty and students ofUOPJ
aware of this traditional delay shown in the Anderson Dining and, knowing the popularity J
Hall, Nov. 28 and 29 at 6:30pm
and showed up an hour late.
quality films on campus, we feel
Dirk Hamilton, stunning and at 9pm.
The screenings will oe that co-sponsoring The Funnies]
with his long, dirty, golden curls
Man in the World is ;
and a bottle of wine, introduced sponsored by the Anderson Y
meaningful way to demonstrali
Center
and
McDonalds
his trio and self, apologized for
our appreciation."
the way they were going to sound, Restaurants. In establishing this
The admission charge foil
and said "shit" twice, and
each showing will be 25c and!
promptly began the concert one
McDonald's
"McMovitJ
half hour late.
Ticket,"
available
free
After a couple of songs the
purchase
required)
only
audience applauded, which they
McDonald's Restaurants,
were informed they had to do, as
proceeds will go to the Anders
the concert was being taped.
Y
Center.
Hamilton then launched into a
Pending popular acceptai
monologue spliced in so his
of this first film, McDonald's
guitar string could be repaired
the Anderson Y Center
and the sound mixer adjusted.
establish a monthly film seriei
His monologue consisted of,
choosing each month's filmfj
"Well, like man, you see it's like
its particular brand of excellent
real. You know? I mean you
Tickets may be picked r
know, right? Right. Yea! Yea!
McDonalds in Stockton.
Yea! Yea! Yea! Right? Yea!"
I guessit was the kind of
concert where you had to be
stoned to enjoy it. You know, like
Answers to Last Week's Puzzle

Tuesday Nov 21

"rT As HAVERTY
DOUGLAS H
you had to besDaced^ ^
By

(

171 W. Adams
462-4723

AL FUNZZO'S
•535 Pacific Am. 478 8430
la liacaia (Wm

8:00 P.M.-1:00 A

Room

\ow
7»
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Woodwind

Editorial

& Concert
mode Known

Quintet

Come to the Cabaret!

at 8:15, a combined
by
the
Pacific
nCert
clphonetta
conducted
by
• rren van Bronkhorst and the
, niversity A Cappella Choir
Inducted by William Dehning
ill be presented free of charge
" the Conservatory.
Tonight

;arr

aj

guitai
% m

«»itt
"er.i,,
it

The Resident Artist Series in
,he Conservatory will present the
pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet
age 12
on Nov. 21 at 8:15.
Little Suite for Woodwind
Quintet composed by S. R.
geckler of the UOP faculty will
be among works performed.

Vasal,

It will be a varied program
featuring student vocal soloists
JUS,;
Lorna Baird, Stacy Blair,
said! Mitchell Neufeld and Fred Goff
sines I in Stravinsky's Mass, composed

fuopl

ity o(|
e
miesl
is
itraifl

fori
ondif
>vit|

j

I

lj
raj

COFFEE BEANS £
HUMAN BEINGS
MEET AT

tfir iiouse of Slioui
CODEC TEA ST ICE
299 DORRIS PI.ACE

(Juit oM Pacific]
948-4300
Alio exotic taaji 6
numo/iouA
natural i p l c e A .
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to H^tUred fu°\e is the Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet From left
o^WillLemDrminikW)CD°n,aid
°rade' Ge°'ge Nemefh Tot
row) William Domimk. Caryl Scott and Danipl Gundlach.
in
anH Bach's
Ranh'e Brandenburg
in 1948:
1948: and
Concerto No. Four, featuring Marilyn Massier and Ann Kelley
Lora Adams on violin and on flute. Faculty artists Daniel
Gundlach, William Dominik,

jBourbon Street!
Liquors
LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
KEG BEER

ICE
13826 WEST LANE 464-38861

Lw———————|.

Donald Da Grade, and George
Nemeth will also be featured in a
Sinfonia Concertante by Mozart.
Free.
Miss Chinatown USA could
come from UOP this year.
Attractive California girls 17-26
and of Chinese ancestry are
invited to contact the Chinese
Chamber of Commerce, 730
Sacramento St., San Francisco,
Ca. 94108.

laid
© 1972 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee and other great cities.

Six bulls are
better than
one

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

By TERRY CATER
v
"That 'tis as great a fault to judge ill, as to write ill. arid a more
dangerous one to the public." - Alexander Pope ' Essay on
Criticism."
In last weeks article on Cabaret, Ted Snyder blatantly "bit off
more than he could chew" in his criticism of the musical which is now
playing at the Weberstown Mail.
It is not revealed in the article who he actually has a deep-seated
hatred for. He cleverly covered his tracks by panning everyone and
everything concerned with the play. This typical negative attitude
which is ever-prevalent on this campus is altogether out of place in
this instance.
It is not a miracle that "The Miracle Players" have brought to
their audience an entertaining evening of musical social comment. It
took a lot of determination, dedication, and hard work. Joe Lillis and
company met a lot of opposition, not only lrom the "usual" obstacles
(eg. finances), but from the UOP drama community as well.
The majority of the performers are UOP students with one
common ambition: the desire to present an entertaining evening of
theatre. Perhaps a more objective, constructive criticism from non
professional members of the audience would be in order.
Joe Lillis, as a director, producer, etc., made very few mistakes.
He appointed the right people to do the right jobs and he chose a play
that was both interesting and entertaining.
His glaring mistake was forced by circumstances beyond his
control. Joe had to takeover the lead role of Clifford Bradshaw. Lillis
was good, but it was obvious that he was the director and producer,
etc. This took away from his otherwise good performance.
Regia Guidon has done something that lew UOP female drama
students have been able to accomplish. She's found a good part and
has come up with a solid performance.
Her vocalization is just excellent. The emotion she imparted to
her role as Sally Bowles is real and very believable. Her mingling
with the audience during her numbers added still more realism to the
Cabaret picture in our mind and brought the performance off the
stage and into the lap of the audience.
Amy Bakewell and Mike Glicksman as Fraulein Schneider and
Herr Schultz bring a sensitive and touching relationship to the play.
Both take advantage of the beautiful tunes which go with their parts
via fine vocal work and good acting.
They also present the audience with perhaps the most significant
question that the play asks: Just what, as an individual, would you do
if you found yourself a citizen in a society which was turning corrupt?
For their supporting roles, and rather obvious symbolism,
Barbara Ferran and Jeff Jones as Fraulein Kost and Ernst Ludwig
get only praise from these authours.
The Kit Kat girls, the Cabaret chorus line, were very much in tune
with the type of atmosphere one might expect to find at a not-soexclusive nightclub. At times the girls were obviously out of step or off
key but is was this very lack of perfection which added to the realism
called for. The staging of their numbers, while admitedly not
polished, was nevertheless a dianomd in the rough.
Charlie Butts, our Emcee, did several fine song and dance
numbers. He was enthusiastic, alive, and well received by the
audience. Butts was use well by director Lillis as an instrument to
weave back and forth from the nightclub to the boarding house,
making this transition fluid and adding depth to the performance.
More credit is due to Lillis for his selection of people working
backstage. The lighting, scenery, costumes, eand cost, etc. were all
excellent. All of the technical qualities which made the show were
high lighted by the cabaret uaooing and the superb musical direction
by Mike Gliksman. The band was consistently good throughout the
performance and they perhaps were the strongest part of the entire
show*.
Cabaret is a success because of the hard work put into it. Most of
the players are students whose performances are pleasantly
surprising. One word of caution, however, do not attempt to go to see
the play with the thought of the movie in the back of your mind. There
can be no fair comparison. The story by nature of the different media
is different. In summary, "Come to the Cabaret."
Final performance at the Mall will be Friday, Nov. 17,8pm.
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I Slope Dope
»

By LARRY LAPKIN

3

Hi

For those of you who haven't heard, skiing started in the Sierras
last weekend, which means that you can postpone ice-plant skiing
until the spring thaw.
Yes, the season is off to a good start, with most areas reporting
about four feet of snow, after two gigantic Pacific storms swept
through, lowering the snow level to 2500 feet at times.
I was fortunate enough to visit Squaw Valley last weekend where
both the Siveria and Gold Coast chairs were operating, along with
about three other chairs. A few rocks were still visible and audible
when hit, but the outlook for the Thanksgiving holiday is very
favorable.
Most major ski areas in the Sierras should be open for the
Thanksgiving weekend. As of last weekend, only Squaw, Bear Valley,
Mt. Rose, and Sierra Ski Ranch were reported open, but after this
week's storm, the remainder should be ready to get the lifts rolling.
SHORT SWINGS: Attempts are being made to attain the latest and
most radical ski movie of the decade for a Stockton showing. The
movie, Earth Riders, filmed by Marvin-Stokes Productions, contains
footage of the spectacular El Capitan ski-parachute jump of Rick
Sylvester, a former Squaw Valley ski insturctor, as performed at
Yosemite last winter. The movie is already being shown at several
cities in Northern California.
Another movie, not quite as new as Earth Riders, but
nevertheless very exciting, will be shown at Anderson Y Cinema this
weekend. Last of the Ski Bums will be making its debut tonight
through Sunday night, as Dick Barrymore follows three bona fide ski
bums through live countries and three continents on some of the best
ski runs in the world. Show times are 6:30 and 9pm.

Aardvarks A Champs
By BULL CROTEAU
Next intramural sport for you
athletically-minded students, faculty
and staff
will be six-person
volleyball. The tournament will be
double-elimination and is scheduled
for Nov. 28 and Dec. 5 and 6. An entry
fee of $2 per team is payable on entry.
Trophies will be awarded to the
winning team.
Last
week
the Aardvarks
became the A league football champs
for the second straight year. The
Aardvarks beat both Omega Phi and
Phi Tau for the title. As was reported
earlier. Dret Wemyss was the B
champ.
Powerpuff champion was the
Circle Team, which was composed of
Tri Delta girls plus various recruits.
The Circle Team did such a good job
of guarding their end zone that
nobody scored on them all year.
In the golf tournament Mike
Walsh won the trophy division by
shooting 85 and Larry Fillhardt
finished second, one stroke back.
Barry Rule won the A division with a
score of 72. Mark Miller and Charlie
Balisha were tied for second with
Mike Lander.
Better late than never: Larry
Wolf was the winner of the
intramural chess tourney. Wolf
outclassed a field of 16 entrants to
lake home the winners plaque.

Candice Chan won the table tennis
competition and Juan Estay was
second.

Tioers Close Season with Davis
^

The Pacific football team,
which missed its chance to win
the PCAA championship last
week by losing to San Diego
State, will have the last game of
the season tomorrow when it
plays UC Davis in Pacific
Memorial Stadium at 1:30pm.
The Tigers can still tie for

Bv
JIM MCCARTNEY
By JIM
league title if Long Beach State
can beat San Diego State. If that
happens, both the Aztecs and
Pacific would have 3-1 leagu

Wapolo at League Finals

Icemen
Lose

Last year the Tigers could
manage only fifth. Hopes of doing
better this year will rest on the
scoring talents of Joe Dietrich,

Shephard's goal made the score2-1 in
favor of Reno: after that UOP was
never close.
Mid-way through the second
period Harrison made a dazzling
rush up ice and sent a perfect wrist
shot into the upper righthand corner
of the net. Harrison and Pete
Shephard, a cousin of John, were the
defensive standouts for Pacific.
Neither of UOP's goalies, Bob
Crawford and Mike Heer, could stop
the flood of Reno goals, although
Crawford made several brilliant
saves in the first period.
A re-match between the teams
will probably take place soon in
Squaw Valley, which Reno uses for a
home ice.

By LARRY LAPKIN
For three years Cal State mile point, but then dropped back
Long Beach has monopolized the into the pack to finish seventh,
Pacific
Coast
Athletic inches ahead of team-mate John
Association cross country Caldwell in 29 minutes: 48
championships. Last weekend, seconds.
here in Stockton, they furthered
Incidentally, both Gardner
that winning streak.
and Caldwell finished ahead of
The Forty-Niners came into Ray Stephens of CSU, Long
last weekend's finals on the sox Beach, the winner of the recently
IRIDAL lEGtSIWY
mile grass and dirt Micke Grove held CSU-UOP dual meet.
course heavily favored and
PARTY SUPPUB
placed eight of their runners in
UOP placed fourth out of the
the top fourteen.
seven PCAA schools with 104
AKTSUPPUB
Individual winner of the
points, the sum of the places of
meet was Jeff Lough of Cal State,
our
top
five
runners.
Los Angeles, who duplicated his
FollowingGardner and Cladwell
first place effort of last year,
was Rick Barnard in twenty1210 Ncffic Av
finishing in 29 minutes: 3 fourth, 31:04. Rick Lord provided
Hnm 444-7021
seconds.
the fifth highest position for the
Ftm Mlvwy and Gift
Pacific's best effort once
Pacific thin clads, with 32:03.
OPB4 MONDAY EVENINGS
again came from Craig Gardner,
the amazing freshman runner
who has revolutionized this
year's cross country team.
SKI PACKAGE SALE
Gardner led the race at the tow

Pacific Sports

Kastle Sprint Skis

$69

Marker ST Bindings

$35

SALE

P. K. Poles

$10

$89

REG. $114
Friday Nov 17
Water Polo, at PCAA finals, Los Angeles

village sports

Saturday Nov 18
FOOTBALL, vs. UC Davis, Stockton, 1:30
WATER POLO, at PCAA finals, Los Angeles
CROSS COUNTRY, at OSTFF Regionals, Fresno

«

31-0.

UOP is now 7-3 and Davisi,
0-2. Last week the Aggies J
records.
, ttad
When UC Davis and LOP Humboldt State and beca
champions of the Far
play tomorrow, it will mark the
Conference for the first timl
hen;
first time since 1946 that the two
years.
the
on
have
clashed
teams
Willard
Harrell,
tailback who has broken sever
plays for long gainers thisyej
injured his right ankle last
By JIM MCCARTNEY
and his status for tommorrm
who has 51 goals, and Randy game was not known as
Pacific's water polo team
Snider, who has 49. Others
will have their position in life starters are Rick Hendricks, Monday. Tiger placekicker \
Pash re-injured his knee agaj,
determined at the Pacific Coast
Rick Ingraham, Eric Gibson and San Diego State and \
Athletic
Association
finals,
Rick Reeder. Starting net probably not play tomorrow
which are being held today and
minder is Bob Silsbe.
Pacific's only scoring drit
tomorrow in Los Angeles.
against the Aztecs was an li-p),
affair
covering
80 yart
"We're going to do as well as
Quarterback Bruce Kenlinj
possible," said head coach Bill
got the touchdown on a 7-;
Rose. After Rose enlightened me
run. Fullback Mitchell Tn
with that startling information,
By JIM MCCARTNEY
he explained that San Jose State,
rambled for 37 yards on 4
Last Sunday the UOP hockey
one of the premier teams in the
drive, and he had 80 for thenigk
club was crunched by Reno, 11-2, at
nation,
would
win
the
He is now sixth on Pacific':S i
Stockton's Oak Park Ice Rink
tournament and that UC Santa
time rushing list
Pacific simply did not have the
Barbara and Long Beach State manpower to skate with the Reno
Tay
Thompson, Dan
would slug it out for the second team, whose members had full outstanding receiver, injured!
and third spots. UOP, Fresno equipment while the UOP icemen shoulder several weeks ago®
State, San Jose State, and San had only shin guards.
whether or not he will play w
Diego State will scrap for the
John Shephard
and Mark
not known as of Monday.
Harrison scored the goals for Pacific.
remaining four positions.

Joggers Fourth In PCAA

msmimaMwx

Pacific won
gridiron,
encounter, played in StoekJJ

299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

BB Tuesday

By Jim McCartney
Basketball fans willh:
a chance to see a preview of It
1972-73 Pacific basketball tea
next Tuesday when the varsit
and the junior varsity clashi
8pm
in
Stockton Oil
Auditorium.
It will also be the first gai
for Stan Morrison as Pacific
head coach. Last year Morris)
racked up a 18-1 record as fro
coach at USC.
Starting for the varsity«i
be Mike Fink at center, Buck
Snyder and Jim McCargo;
forwards, and Ossie Nobles
John Errecart at guards, B«
Errecart and McCargo wei
starters last year, Noble ai
Snyder were reserves I)
season, and Fink redshirted,
Others on the varsity forl
game are Chad Meyer, W
Tarabanovic, Gary Dean, *
Joshua, and freshman A»
Oliveira.
Those
on
the
vars i t y ( Bengal) squad are1*
Haverly, Jay Dahl, Mike CIO'
Greg Eccles, Don WestoJ
Steve Coldani, and Bob Tuc
Those whose status is uncei^
are
Warren
Legarie,
Halemeier, and Dave Nunc5.
Leanord Armato, a Ju.
who transferred to UOPff1'51
will have to redshirt this yeJ |
Morrison said the cho>ceJ
players for the varsity 1
Bengal squads may flue
during this season.
Morrison said the cho'c^
players for the varsity
Bengal squads may f'uc, j
during this season. Accord'11
the rules, a player ,
participatei na t o t a lo f2 6 (
Thus a player could be 011
nd on'
Bengal team one game an*
varsity the next.
ons°(
The game is being spo ,
by the Casaba Club and
are $2 for everyone, inc
students.
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Salomon's S-505 won't let go, unless
Unless you take a turn for the worst. So, if
you're part hotdog, go for it. Front flips are
more fun than endless parallels, anyway. Let
it all hang out. .. with confidence. Salomon's
dual independent spring system takes up the
punishing shocks of free style skiing without
pre-release. If things don't go exactly right,
you know there's a way out. When is really
up to you because you program the precise
release tension into your bindings yourself.
Salomon doesn't forget because its memory
is never clogged by ice or snow. Go for it!

Sensitive
enough to
absorb momen
tary shocks,
yet instantly
releases when
you've pushed
it too far.

SALOMON
A&T SKI COMPANY - Seattle/Boston/Green Bay/Denver • A Fuqua Industry

JUS

ft/TCAM

Thp Pnpifipan

f-U i op * T p n
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Photo Festival Comes to SF

Words and Films
ASIIOP Wastes Funds
continued from page 8
He was wasting his talent
and efforts and he knew it; he
told his audience several times. I
have to give him credit though,
he kept playing right through the
feed-back, dog barks, and
laughter.
ASUOP sponsored this
event. I do not know if they hired
Hamilton because he was cheap,
bored, "in," from Stockton, or
needed an excuse to tape a
concert. In any event all the
students of ASUOP were forced
to pay for this "excuse" that
maybe 200 people lived through.
I can think of a lot better
things to do with the money. I get
the impression the social
commission feels like they have
to have something every
weekend whether it be a nobody
band for a nobody-came-concert
or a nobody-ever-heard of movie

A-l Kotzin
Introduces

TCBIAS .
TRCISERJ
The Silhouette is
\festerday, The Fit
is Tbday.

a
21)2 Pocific Ave.
18 S. California St

Tfcvn4ay nltet 'til «

for a nobody-bothered-to-comeaudience.
This leads me to the splendor
of the ASUOP service - Anderson
Y Cinema.
So far this year the greats
have been; The Milky Way;
Flap!; There was a Crooked
Man:
Sweet
Sweetback's
Baadassss Song: Rabbit Run;
Johnny Got His Gun; America,
America: Assignment to Kill;
and last and yes least Eva Everything But Legal.
I have to admit, I didn't see
all of these, but who did, other
than the projectionist? Aren't
they all classic? How many did
you see?
Better movies can be seen on
television. I realize these are all
low budget films, but why have a
lot of rotten ones when you could
have a few good ones. If it is a
service of ASUOP for the
students why not make it a
benefit, not a last resort in a case
of nothing to do on the week-end.
Last week's stint, Eva Everything But Legal was so
bad it ws funny; however not my
idea of a good laugh. It was
unbelievable. When the movie
was over the lights came on and
everyone ran out. Ldb not know
it they were ashamed to he seen
at an X rated movie or if they
were so happy it was over they
had to race out.
Not everyone sprinted out
after the movie ended, some
people were slow at waking up.
I know it's easy to criticize
things like this and say how
rotten they are, but someone has
to, or it will continue like it is. 1
suggest ASUOP compile a list of
movies and let the ones who care,
vote for movies they would like to
see and not have them
arbitrarilly chosen according to
price, variety, and degree of
desperation.
As for the concerts and social
events, find out if the students
want some piddly little event
every weekend, or if maybe
they'd like only three or four big
things during the whole school
year.
I also know it is hard to get
UOP students to vote. The last
Referendum was a misfortune,
but lately a lot of people are not
satisfied with the way their
money is being spent.
Maybe students care enough
to do something about it, or
maybe they're all to busy and
don't care, or maybe they're too
rich and it's not their money, or
maybe they always go home for
the week-end.
"Is anybody there? Does
anybody care? Does anybody see
what I see?" John Adams - 1776.
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When the San Francisco
Photo Festival comes to Mason
ic Auditorium this Nov 17
through 19, it will bring, through
its multi-faceted format, what
has been called a "full spectrum
photo show."
The Festival is produced by
the
leading
international
manufacturers and distributors
of fine photographic equipment
in cooperation with Bay Area
photo dealers.

ASSE Discusses
Ryan Act
The Associated Students of
the School of .Education and
Student California Teachers
Association (Student-CTA) will
be presenting a forum on the
Ryan Act.
It will be held on Monday,
Nov. 20 at 3:30 in the President's
Gold Room. All students
graduating after Sept. 1974 are
affected by this bill and are
invited to come.
Mr. Michael Millerick, the
Student-CTA Executive Board's
Vice-President, will discuss the
provisions of the Ryan Act and
Dr. Schippers and Dean Jantzen
of the School of Education will
answer questions from the
students concerning teacher
credential programs at UOP.

ASUOP is accepting
applications for the positions of
chief of justice and four associate
justices. Anyone who is
interested may pick up an
application form at the office.
Applications
must
be
submitted by Thanksgiving
vacation to be considered.
The ASUOP supreme court is
vested with substantial power to
determine
appeals
and
constitutionality and to resolve
grievances.

photographic technique, a j,
and slide series, and dispi^'
demonstrations of cameras a'
other photographic equips"
A
particularly excitb
feature of the show will be
Photo Gallery, consisting
hundreds of photographs
nationally and international
reknown
photographers,
well as the works of distinguish
Californian
artists
journalists in the photograph
field.
In addition, there will
demonstration of holography
new sense defying process
recording images in true thp.
dimensions, and an activity an
simulating
various stud;
conditions for the use she.
attendees who bring the.
cameras.
There will be literal,
somethng for everyone at ti
festival which has been designs
to provide for the edification
budding
and
advance;
photographers, as well as
perfect entertainment for I
entire family.
In keeping with the cultura
tone of the Festival, there 1
no selling on the Festiv:
premises.

For more information call
462-9196.

Bicycles for Sale
The UOP Security office is in
possession of . the following
bicycles:
Schwinn, female, City
Riverside, 7302, 6-72;
Schwinn, varsity, female, F322621, 24-72;
Hawthorne, female, A-69050,
30-72;
Regent,
female,
City
Whittier, 7787, 31-72;
Cabailer, male, 500866,32-72;
Sting-Ray, male, 072890, 3372;
Hercules, female, unknown,
34-72;
Schwinn, female, unknown,
36-72;
J C Higgins, female, 94525,
38-72.
The bicycles will be sold at
an auction to students, faculty
and staff members, unless
claimed by the legal owners
before noon, on Nov. 20, 1972.
The Auction will be by verbal
bid and held in the front of the
Security Office.
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VALUABLE COUPOn

S LARGE HAMBURGER •
with onion rings or french fries
and soft drink

BIG SYD'S
4227 Pacific Ave. *

It is a project designed to
have East meet West as photo
artists,
journalists
and
technicians from both coasts
combine their efforts to bring the
full meaning and potential of this
visual media to the Bay Area.
The program is composed fo
four basic areas: The Lecture
and Film Series; The Photo
Gallery; The Equipment Fair;
and the Special Events Program.
The Festival will feature lectures
on
photography
and

VOID 8am-l2pm

69c

=

478-9471
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By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
1. Philanderer
5 . Musical Piece
10. Miss Didrikson
14. Assert
15. Follow
16. Body of Troops
17. A1 Capp Creation
2 0 . Flexible
2 1 . Conceit
22. Support
23. Sick
24. Moves Slowly
27. West Coast Trolley
32. French Name
33» Revolve Rapidly
34. Equivalent
35. Outeri Comb. Form
36. Famous Puppet
37. Call for Help
38. Language Group
40. Playwright Simon
41. Prefixi Father
^3. Musical Play
45. Tip Sideways
46. Anglo-Saxon Letter
47. Operatic Solo
48. Sea Cow
52. Raincoats
56. Minnie's Boys
58. Glacial Snow
59. Novelist Sinclair
60. Tidy
61. Asterisk
62. Parts of Speech
63. Building Wings

DOWN
1. Insect
2. Egg-shaped
3. Mother of Helen
4. Flying Saucer
5. Moral Philosophy
6. Field of Sports
7. Labor Union
8. Water-controller
9. Qualified
10. Hurries About
11. Caucasian Language
12. Partiality
13. Word Source (abbr.)
18. Day's March
19. Cromwell's Nickname
24. Belief
25. Summarize
26. Betweeni Fr.
27. Hairlike Projections
28. Seed Covering
29. Hindu Group
30. Love in Italy
31. Tree Substance
33« Fruit Decay
36. In Retreat 13 wds.)
39. Visionary
41. Apply Cosmetics
42. Mythological Spider
44. Girl's Name
45. Sings Like Crosby
47. Front Part of Stage
.
48. High Landmasses (abbr»'
49. Egyptian Month
50. Leningrad's River
51. Ron Hunt, e.g.
53. Follow Closely
54. Of the Mouth
55. High-speed Planes

